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The COVVI Go App has been designed to facilitate you and your patient when configuring their Nexus Hand 
for the first time. Our primary objective was for it to be easy to use and follow. If your patient is an experienced 
user, the Nexus Hand has a default setup combining the functionality of other prosthetic devices on the market 
for efficient interchangeability. If your patient is a new user, as they become more familiar and confident with 
their Nexus Hand, they can test out different setups and make any changes in the App to best suit their daily 
activities and lifestyle.

This manual will cover ‘version 1.1.x’ of the COVVI Go App. All updates will be available through the Apple App 
Store and Google Play Store.

COVVI Go is compatible with Apple devices running iOS v12.0 and Android devices running Android v8.0.

1   COVVI Go

COVVI Go App
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Basic user functionality is available without having to register. This allows users to view the settings, update the 
firmware and report bugs. To change settings on a Nexus Hand you need an approved account.

New accounts are created on an invite-only basis. You can request access from your supplier 
who is responsible for approving you.

When the App has been downloaded and installed, the icon will appear on the mobile device’s 
home screen. Select the icon to run the App.

The ‘Hand Selection’ screen will show.

3   Hand Selection

The Nexus Hand communicates with the mobile device via Bluetooth. Bluetooth will need to be enabled on 
both the Nexus Hand and the mobile device before scanning can begin.

If Bluetooth is disabled on the mobile device, the App will notify you. 

When the Nexus Hand is turned on Bluetooth will be enabled for 60 seconds and then turn off to save battery 
life. To reactivate Bluetooth, you will need to turn the hand on and off again. 

If you experience connectivity issues you can reset the Bluetooth communication by erasing the data in the BLE 
module and resetting it. This will set the communication channel back to default and fix all damaged connections.

Press and hold the dorsal button for 10 seconds until you feel a vibration and hear the beep sound. The E-Paper 
screen will display ‘RESET?’. Press the dorsal button for a further two seconds to clear the memory and reset 
the communication channels.

COVVI Go App

2   Registration
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Once Bluetooth is enabled on both devices, the serial number will show 
up on the App, for example “CV1LSQBLWH200010”. Serial numbers may 
differ if your patient changes the colour of their glove or covers.

Click ‘Connect’ to connect to your patient’s Nexus Hand. The first screen is 
‘Device Summary’ which summarises the key information about the Nexus 
Hand. The Input Settings are to tailor the input thresholds to the signals 
your patient can comfortably achieve. The Setup Wizard is to configure 
a new hand and the ‘Advanced’ option takes you to the Advanced Configuration to modify the setup without 
passing through all the stages of the Setup Wizard again.

COVVI Go App
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4   Input Settings

Clicking on ‘Input Settings’ takes you to a graph where you can see your patient’s inputs in real time and 
change the thresholds to map the speed of the hand to their signals. This allows your patient to maximise 
performance of their Nexus Hand. There is the option of one input reading or two input readings. If the user 
selects single site in operating modes, the signal is shown on Input A. If the user selects dual site, the signals 
are shown on Input A and B.

Example Input 
Graph

COVVI Go App

On Threshold - This shows the signal strength needed for the hand to move. 

Max Threshold - This shows the signal strength at which the hand will move at full speed. Any signals above 
this level will make no difference to speed.

There are four primary thresholds:

1. Input A On Threshold

2. Input A Max Threshold

3. Input B On Threshold

4. Input B Max Threshold
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High Control and Easy Speed are typical threshold setups with the aim being that the user can exceed the Max 
threshold without excessive strain. The ‘On’ threshold needs to be set above any potential baseline interference, 
as this is a highly sensitive sensor, to stop any inadvertent movement of the hand. 

High control has a large difference between the ‘On’ and Max thresholds and offers great control over a wide 
speed range but does require the ability to achieve high magnitude signals without fatigue. 

Easy Speed has a small difference between the ‘On’ and Max thresholds and offers high speed without the 
need for high magnitude signals, but this setup can make it more challenging to get fine control at lower speeds. 

The closer the ‘On’ and ‘Max’ thresholds are, the less speed control the user will have of the hand.

The ‘Triggers’ at the bottom of the screen advise when a successful grip switch trigger has been achieved. This 
is a useful tool for users to practice the grip switch triggers to ensure they can successfully do them without 
over exertion. When the box is black, the system is waiting for the grip switch trigger to be applied, when the 
box turns green it signifies a successful one has been made. The grip switch trigger must be activated for this 
training tool to work. If the grip switch trigger is disabled, you can activate it in the advanced configuration 
screen by selecting grip switch triggers and mapping the disactivated one to a specific action. Return to the 
input settings screen to practice the new trigger.

COVVI Go App

High Control Easy Speed
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If the option ‘Input Gain’ is selected, another set of bars will appear which allows users to amplify or reduce 
their input signals to better control their Nexus Hand. For example, a user with dual site control could have a 
very weak Input A signal but a very strong Input B signal and the option to modify the input gain allows them 
to increase channel A and at the same time reduce channel B to balance the speed output. If a user has two 
weak inputs, both can be increased so the user does not get tired from overexerting themselves. It is also 
useful for the interchangeability between different hands as you can make a Nexus Hand perform the same 
as other prosthetic devices without having to adjust the electrodes.

COVVI Go App

SUCCESSFUL TRIGGER

AWAITING TRIGGER

TRIGGER NOT ACTIVE
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Digital Gain increased to 7 on channel A and decreased to 2.6 on channel B.

The Display Period shows the data for ‘5’, ‘10’ or ‘20’ seconds.

All changes to the values will be immediately reflected on the Nexus Hand to allow users to test different 
options in real time and set up their hand to suit their preferences. 

Please Note: There is a prompt to check if you want to continue with the selected settings or revert back to 
the previous configuration prior to leaving this section.

Default Input Gain Thresholds
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5   Setup Wizard

6   Sensor Interface Screen

The Setup Wizard allows you and your patient to configure their Nexus Hand according 
to their preferences and requirements. Available options have an orange border. 
All options in grey are features that will be available soon through remote updates. 
Selecting ‘Exit Setup Wizard’ at the top left of the screen in this section will allow you 
to leave without making any changes.

You need to select the input type. The Nexus Hand can be controlled by different 
sensor transducers.

Electrodes:
These are sensors that detect the user’s muscle contractions. A proportional voltage 
controls the opening and closing of the Nexus Hand with variable speed and force.

COVVI Go App

Force Sensitive Resistors:
These are resistive devices that vary their electrical signal with the applied force and 
are useful when you are short on space in the prosthetic socket.

Linear Transducer:
These devices offer proportional control of myo-electric components for users with 
little or no myo-electric signals. These would normally be coupled to a harness and 
provide an electrical output in response to a linear extension of the device.
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Number of Inputs:
The Nexus Hand has control strategies for both single or dual 
site control and these should be selected on the operating 
modes screen.

Input Layout:
If your patient uses dual site control, the default setup is Input 
A for an open signal and Input B for a close signal but these 
can be reversed if the patient’s electrodes are wired the other 
way around. 

COVVI Go App

The Nexus Hand can be controlled using three different operating modes. The modes available will depend 
on the user’s selection in the previous section.

When the user only has one myo-electric electrode site, a strategy is required to open and close the Nexus Hand. 

Single Site Fast Open/Slow Close:
Single Site Fast Open/Slow Close works by the user giving a signal and the time taken 
for the signal to exceed the ‘on threshold’ is what determines whether it is an open or 
close action. A short and long burst time need to be set by your patient.

The short time is interpreted as an open signal and the long time is interpreted as a 
close signal. Once the on threshold is exceeded the direction is locked and the speed 
is proportional to the magnitude of the input signal, which works the same as dual site. 

7   Operating Modes
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Single Site Alternating:
Single Site Alternating works by alternating signals from the same input using a certain 
amount of time, customisable by the user, as a reference for the direction of the 
hand. This mode switches the single input signal between an open action and close 
action, depending on whether the second signal sent is received before or after the 
stipulated time. This is the direction change time, which by default is set to 1 second, 
but can be adjusted in the additional setup screen. The hand is initially assigned to a 
close action; the first signal will cause the hand to move, after the initial movement has stopped, the direction 
change time will start. If a second signal is received before the time reaches 1 second, the hand will continue 
to close; but if a signal is received after 1 second the signal is assigned to an open action.

The grip switch triggers open/open and long hold open both work with single site alternating and the trigger 
duration can be adjusted in the additional setup screen.

To change grips, the user must open the hand and when fully open either release the signal and reapply the 
signal within the stipulated amount of time for an open/open signal or maintain the open signal for a long 
hold open signal.

COVVI Go App

Dual Site Open/Close:
This is the most common operating mode used with the Nexus Hand. It has two 
input sites, and the default setup has channel A mapped to an open action, and 
channel B mapped to a close action, but this can be swapped around according to 
user preference.

All grip switch triggers work in this mode and give the user the most flexibility.
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8   Grip Tables

A user can have up to four Grip Tables that can be 
populated with up to six different grips.

There are 14 grips to choose from. Tables B, C and D can 
be empty, but Table A must contain at least one grip, so 
the hand always has a grip to go into.

If the hand is to be used with a COAPT system, remove 
all grips from tables except the primary grip. The 
patterns can then be mapped to the grips within the 
COAPT software.

Default Grip Tables:
Factory defaults provides two tables populated with 
the following grips. These are a small mix of opposed 
and non-opposed grips. Tables C & D are empty and 
are disabled.

A B C D
Tripod Key Empty Empty

Power Finger Point Empty Empty

Key Tripod Empty Empty

Finger Point Power Empty Empty

Empty Empty Empty Empty

Empty Empty Empty Empty

COVVI Go App
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9   Grip Switch Triggers

Once the grip tables are populated, a method 
of switching between tables and grips can be 
configured. As you can see from the figure to the 
right, there are several options to choose from. A 
description of the Trigger and Action parameters is 
also available to help the user decide which is the 
best option for them.

The available Grip Switch Triggers are:

Open/Open - An Open/Open signal are two open 
signals sent one after the other, or an open signal 
is sent when the hand is fully open, to change grips.

Long Hold Open - A Long Hold Open signal is 
an open signal used to open the hand but is 
maintained after the hand is fully open to change 
grips.

Adding Grips:
To populate a table, click on the plus (+) symbol next to the table name (as shown by the figure on the previous 
page) and a list of grips appear. Selecting the grips will bring up an image showing you the grip. After selecting 
a grip and pressing ‘Done’, it will appear in the table in the next available position. If the Table is full, the plus 
(+) symbol will be disabled.

Removing Grips:
When a grip has been added it will have a minus (-) symbol to the left of it; clicking this will remove the grip 
from the table. The minus (-) symbol will be disabled when you only have one grip in Table A.

COVVI Go App
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Co-Contraction - Co-contraction is when both inputs pass the ‘Co-contraction’ thresholds within a stipulated 
amount of time from the ‘On’ threshold being reached. In the input graph the user must set their ‘On’ and 
‘Co-contraction’ thresholds for both inputs, but the ‘Co-contraction’ thresholds must be higher than the ‘On’ 
thresholds.

Co-contraction will only work if the hand is fully open. The first input to pass the ‘On’ threshold initiates a timer 
and if both inputs pass their ‘Co-contraction’ thresholds within this stipulated amount of time there will be a 
successful co-contraction trigger. Co-contraction can be mapped to any action, however, we would recommend 
that it is mapped to switching between devices, for example, an elbow to a wrist.

If one or both signals do not pass the ‘Co-contraction’ threshold within the magnitude and time criteria stated 
above, the input with the highest magnitude will be acknowledged as either an open or close signal. If the hand 
is fully open, a co-contraction is outside of the required criteria, and the signal with the highest magnitude is 
the open signal; it will be interpreted as an open/open signal. If open/open is mapped as a grip switch trigger, 
its action will be carried out. 

Thumb Tap Pronate - Trigger: The thumb is tapped inwards and will move into an opposed position, unless 
assigned to switch to a non-opposed grip where it will remain in a non-opposed position.

Thumb Tap Supinate - Trigger: The thumb is tapped outwards and will move into a non-opposed position, 
unless assigned to switch to an opposed grip where it will remain in an opposed position.

Thumb Tap Pronate at Opposed - The thumb is tapped inwards but will remain in an opposed position. If this 
trigger is assigned to switch to a non-opposed grip, the thumb will move to a non-opposed position.

Thumb Tap Supinate at Non-Opposed - Trigger: The thumb is tapped outwards but will remain in a non-opposed 
position. If this trigger is assigned to switch to an opposed grip, the thumb will move to an opposed position.
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The available actions are:

Trigger Off - No action is assigned.

Next Grip - The next grip in the table is selected.

Previous Grip - The previous grip in the table is selected.

Next Table - The first grip in the next table is selected.

Previous Table - The first grip in the previous table is selected.

Switch to Table A / B / C / D - The first grip in Table A, B, C or D is selected.

Map to Grip - This action allows you to assign a specific grip.

Auto Grip - This action only works in tripod grip. If the fingers sense objects are starting to slip, they reapply a 
small continuous force or pulse to gently grasp objects. It monitors the grip every half a second.

This icon signifies that auto grip function is enabled. 

Index Hold - The Force Sensitive Resistor in the thumb can be configured to activate a Grip Switch Trigger 
when held for a specific amount of time, customisable to suit user preference.

Thumb Hold - The Force Sensitive Resistor in the thumb can be configured to activate a Grip Switch Trigger 
when held for a specific amount of time, customisable to suit user preference.

Four Finger Hold - The Force Sensitive Resistors in the fingers can be configured to activate a Grip Switch 
Trigger when held for a specific amount of time, customisable to suit user preference.

Dorsal Button Hold - The dorsal button can be configured to activate a Grip Switch Trigger when held for a 
specific amount of time, customisable to suit user preference.
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The additional setup has more features for the user to enable or disable for increased comfort with their 
Nexus Hand. In mode specific, you and your patient must establish the times for the grip switch triggers 
chosen in the previous section. An advanced user will most likely have shorter times, a new user will need 
an adjustment period.

Beep - There is an audible alert that notifies the user when the hand is turned on, but it can be mapped to all 
functions such as standby mode and changing grips and tables.

Vibration - There is also the option to be alerted with a vibration. This can be mapped to all functions.

Auto Relax - When this feature is enabled, after 30 seconds the hand goes back to an open position.

Display Options - This is to enable or disable the display altogether. The display gives the user information 
about the current state of their Nexus Hand including battery life or warnings. The display uses very little battery 
power, so we recommend keeping this option enabled.

Switch to Primary Grip - The primary grip is the first 
grip in table A. If the hand is inactive for a certain 
amount of time, the current grip will change back 
to the primary grip. This time can be altered to suit 
user preference. If this time is set to 0 then the 
default switch back time is disabled.

Maximum Finger Strength - As a safety feature, 
the maximum force of the fingers can be reduced 
if required. This is useful whilst the user familiarises 
themselves with their Nexus Hand.

Maximum Thumb Strength - As a safety feature, 
the maximum force of the thumb can be reduced if 
required. This is useful whilst the user familiarises 
themselves with their Nexus Hand.

10   Additional Setup
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The operating mode and grip switch triggers that the user chooses will determine what parameters need to 
be established.

For Dual Site Open/Close the following parameters can be established:

Open/Open Time - This is the time in which a second open signal must be applied after a first open signal or 
after the hand is fully opened for it to be interpreted as a grip switch trigger.

Long Hold Open Time - This is the time an open signal must be maintained after the hand is fully open for it 
to be interpreted as a grip switch trigger. 

Co-Contraction Time - This is the time in which both inputs must pass the ‘Co-contraction’ thresholds after the 
‘On’ threshold has been reached. The minimum co-contraction time is 20ms, the default co-contraction time 
is 50ms, and the maximum co-contraction time is 250ms seconds.

Input A Speed & Input B Speed - The maximum speed of the fingers and thumb can be reduced. This is a 
feature designed to aid new users who are still adapting to using a prosthetic device.

Mode Specific
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For Fast Open/Slow Close the following parameters can be established:

Fast Open / Slow Close Time - A signal sent within this time is interpreted as an open signal and a signal sent 
after this time is interpreted as a close signal.

For Single Site Alternating the following parameters can be defined:

Direction Change Time - This is the time needed to pass for the signal to have a direction change. Any signal 
sent within this time will keep the direction of the hand the same.

Open/Open Time - This is the time in which a second open signal must be applied after a first open signal or 
after the hand is fully opened for it to be interpreted as a grip switch trigger. This time must be shorter than 
the direction change time for it to work. 

Long Hold Open Time - This is the time an open signal must be maintained after the hand is fully open for it 
to be interpreted as a grip switch trigger.
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The final screen in the Setup Wizard is the ‘Changes’ screen. Here the user will be able to view all their 
configuration changes, highlighting their before and after values.

To finalise the changes, press ‘Finish’ at the top right of the screen. This will send the changes to their Nexus 
Hand and the user will have the option to ‘Exit Setup Wizard’ or go to ‘Input Settings’.

Exit Setup Wizard:
Selecting ‘Exit Setup Wizard’ will simply return you to the Device Summary Screen.

11   Changes

COVVI Go App
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The Advanced Configuration is an overview of the user’s set up. It also allows users to edit specific settings 
and features directly rather than going through the Setup Wizard again. Its primary use is when you have an 
established set up and you want to make an adjustment. All changes are made in real time.

12   Advanced Configuration

COVVI Go App
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The Config History is a backup option which allows users to save 
their current configuration and revert to it later. Selecting the ‘+’ 
button near the top right corner of the Config History screen will 
allow the user to name and upload their current configuration. All 
previously saved configurations can be downloaded if you are 
connected to the internet. Click on ‘Config History’, select the ‘View’ 
button next to the configuration you would like to restore and click 
‘Restore’ to send the previous configuration to your Nexus Hand. 
All changes are made in real time.

This feature enables the user to report any issues they may be 
having with their Nexus Hand. Clicking the ‘Report A Bug’ option 
in the Device Summary screen will display a form for the user to fill 
out and submit to COVVI. When submitting this form, the hand’s 
configuration will automatically be sent as well.

This feature allows the user to reset their Nexus Hand’s configuration 
to the default configuration the hand had when they first received it. 
The user can select this option by connecting to their Nexus Hand, 
shaking their mobile device and selecting ‘Reset Config to Default’. 
The user will have a list of options to choose from, whether it be a 
one, a couple, or all parameter groups.

13   Config History

14   Report a Bug

15   Reset to Default

COVVI Go App
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16   Remote Firmware Updates

To continuously improve the Nexus Hand, an integrated update feature runs on the device firmware. These 
updates will be improvements, new features, bug fixes, etc. All updates must be downloaded before the 
update process can begin. 

Click on ‘Firmware Update’ to check if an update is available; if no update is available you will be notified. If an 
update is available, a box will appear with the new version number and a summary of the changes the update 
contains. Click ‘Start Update’ to download the new update to the Nexus Hand.   

Once the update has finished downloading, an option will appear to ‘Update / Restart’ the Nexus Hand. 
Selecting this will cycle the power and begin the update process. The screen on the dorsal will change to 
indicate an update is taking place. The Nexus Hand needs to remain connected to a power source during 
this process. The update takes around 10-15 minutes, we recommend keeping the hand close to the mobile 
device to keep a strong Bluetooth connection as this will optimise the download speed. When the update is 
complete, the hand will turn on.

COVVI Go App
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A custom firmware update allows a user to download a tailored firmware update for their specific needs. COVVI 
will provide a unique code for the user to input into the App. This can be done by connecting to their Nexus 
Hand, shaking their mobile device, selecting ‘Custom Firmware Update’ and inputting the code. Clicking ‘Okay’ 
and ‘Start Update’ will download the firmware update and initiate the update process. 

If at any point any errors occur, then please get in contact with COVVI Customer Services: 
customerservice@covvi.com

17   Custom Firmware Update
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